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this thesis to our exquisite newborn child, Christopher .. For example, an early study, Television in studies isolating
gender-role portrayals on television.

The last part of the second section interprets the data through triangulation although this is limited by lack of
comparable critical materials. Following on from this, in came a new web show called The Spot from the
creator Scott Zakarin. In a report by Cullen , they discussed the data surrounding the weekend of Arrested
Development season 4 on Netflix being available to stream. But, as technology has developed especially with
the development and growth of broadband internet provision and the demand has grown for more online
content, so demand from people wanting to access television content where and whenever they want has
grown. Kirkpatrick and Lashinsk, Netflix have created their own original shows like The House of Cards and
in May , exclusively streamed the hit show Arrested Development after years of it being off a main television
network. This could also be attributed to the fact that wireless-free internet Wi-fi is now accessible almost
anywhere in most towns and cities and is present throughout most homes, thus allowing people to access
internet content when and where they wish to. The traditional ways of watching these shows is moving
forward to a more viewer friendly dynamic. Aldrich,  This study used the approach of Quantitative research
and had a sample of 55 respondents. Item Type:. Van,  This paper intends to look into the growth of the
viewing of television shows through the internet and how it is expanding both through the increasing of online
content by traditional mainstream broadcasters programmes and news content and the creation of content that
is now increasingly aimed only at the online viewer specifically via subscription channels. Technological
advances, especially those promoted by the internet, have allowed viewers to take control of how they view
TV and where and when they watch it. The second chapter explores historical approaches to Scottish cultural
criticism and literary myths Tartanry, Kailyardism, Caledonian anti-syzygy, Clydesidism and sets these
against contemporary mythologising by individual Scottish comedy practitioners. The thesis begins by
exploring how current television comedy is poorly served by critical literature beyond notions of genre
although this field of study too fails to indicate significant contemporary permeabilities between comedy
sub-genres, and between comedy and other kinds of leisure shows. This is very interesting because people are
now stepping away from mainstream television and the traditional culture of television viewing is changing.
Moreover, like traditional television, advertisements are also placed on the video streaming websites.
Television shows can now be accessed away from the television set not only after they have been aired on the
traditional box but also when they are being broadcasted live. This therefore has allowed users to access
content whenever they want and wherever they want to access it. Laptops were slow and bulky and mobile
phones were only used to phone and text, so the idea of any of these devices carrying television output was
unheard of amongst the general population. The whole attempts to explore concepts of national identity in
Scottish television comedy with audiences, but also develops the additional problematic of empirical
quantitative research and comedy themes. Patel, Vernocchi and Venturini  The growth of services such as
those as iTunes, Netflix and Hulu allow users to access both content that is free of charge free-to-view , which
depending on the services can be somewhat limited, and premium content that is available through some form
of subscription pay-per-view. This is done by technology and streaming. This study investigated whether the
advent of internet-broadcast television has a major impact on how people watch television programmes
together with their reasons for choosing to watch television via the internet as opposed to more traditional
platforms. The first part of the second half is a literature survey of selected examples of audience research
which is translated from theory and epistemology, to methodology and technique in the next section which
comprises a discussion of the model for the empirical data collection. Before the re- launch of Arrested
Development on May 26th there was a huge buzz about the show online from the fans via social network
websites such as Facebook Twitter and Tumblr and the media. When the idea of viewing content away from
the television set was first proposed in the s , desk-top computers contained less memory and processing
power than now and were not so widely distributed amongst the population and the data streaming power
allowed through broadband was nowhere near what it is today. As broadband speeds have increased this has
allowed for videos to be streamed faster and for servers to take on the demands that cater for these services.
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The show originally broadcasted on the Fox Network in the United States in and came to an abrupt end by the
network in  In this time, television has gone from being broadcast only in black and white with very few
channels to being broadcast in full colour with a myriad of television channels. More and more TV companies
have invested money into online content which includes allowing viewers to choose when they want to watch
a show. The second half of the thesis marks a shift from textual studies toward audience research, and in
particular develops a discussion about the problematics of researching comedy and audiences qualitatively.
The thesis is in two related parts, articulating an exploration of genre, comedy and Scottish television texts
with the theory, methodology and analysis of empirical audience research. As technology has developed,
Internet Television is no longer just about accessing videos through a main computer which was one of the
original concepts; laptops, mobile phones and pc tablets have allowed users more accessibility.


